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Subject of the Grievance
These grievances concern a DML given to an Electric Crew Foreman and Written Rernind-rs
given to three Lineman for violating a work procedure and failure to exercise good judgmprlt
that resulted in an energized line making contact with their line truck.
Facts of the Case
The crew was assigned to straighten a pole and stub it. During the process the pole flipped
over locking out the 70 kv line and the 12 kv line disrupting one major transmission custonv-r
and 600 distribution customers. The cause of the accident was in the process they picked uo
the pole without controlling or securing the butt which caused the pole to flip.
The discipline was issued on 3/2/2010.
Discussion
The Union argued that the discipline was too severe, The accident was an error in judqm--ot
and not an intentional act and that there was no violation of any known policy.
The Company argued that crew failed to properly evaluate the situation and to use the prope r
work methods. This was a major incident that could have resulted in serious injuries and tt il~
discipline is appropriate.
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Decision
The parties agree to close these cases without adjustmentand without prejudice. The
discipI has beentimed out and deactivated.~/
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